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Early Years

Years 1 & 2

What another fantastic week we have had in Early Years!

We have really enjoyed playing with our new outdoor
playtime equipment this week, our throwing and catching
skills which we’ve been learning in PE are coming in use
when playing with it! We have been using our sense of
smell this week by trying to work out which smell was in
our ‘curiosity cube’ in the classroom. If you guessed
lavender and mint you were using your amazing sense of
smell very well!
This week in Year Two we have been learning all about
nouns, adjectives and verbs and have been using these in
sentences about pirate objects. We have been adding on
in tens from any number in maths and are all amazing at
this now! In music we became film composers and had a
go at choosing instruments and creating sounds to show
different moods and weathers.

This week the children have learnt sign language for the
colours of the rainbow and they will be using them in the
next couple of week to put together a special surprise for
the grown-ups. We were super observant down in forest
school where we had colour grids and had to find
different items that matched our grid. We had a super
exciting PE lesson where we changed into our PE kit for
the first time! It was lots of fun and nobody lost any items
of clothing.
Well done everybody!

Years 3 & 4

Years 5 & 6

This week Year 3 have used all of their work on
vocabulary from the past five weeks to help them write
an exciting adventure story. The stories built up lots of
suspense and Tomas was in great danger on his
adventures with the dragon, but luckily they managed to
escape the many problems the children had come up
with!
In Year 4 we have been super busy adding the finishing
touches to our 'Lost Happy Endings' paintings. We used
water colours, finger painting and even cocktail sticks to
achieve the effect we needed for the tree and sky. Finally,
we added our own 'Jub' complete with a fabric, magic
sack. Thank you to Mrs Rayner and Mrs Hields for helping
us with this fabulous work. Our teachers are very proud
of how fantastic they all look.

We have continued our exploration of Ancient Greek
pottery by painting the pinch pots we made last week. We
used the ends of the paintbrushes to concentrate on the
detailed geometric designs that the Greeks used in their
pottery. We have also been having a wonderful time with
writing our own 'How to care for your minotaur' leaflets
which we hope to publish next week!

This week, Year 6 have worked incredibly hard to learn a
new method in Maths - long division! Demonstrating
perseverance and resilience, they have earned plenty of
team points for their efforts. In PE, the children have been
perfecting their tribal dance routines, working on their
timing and synchronicity. Another fantastic week Year 6!

